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Createspace, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. J D Lee (illustrator). Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Some people wait an entire lifetime for
purpose. Some don t find it at all. Some spend an eternity searching for paradise. for a Utopia. But
sometimes purpose and paradise come at a cost. BelisCo-San Jose boasts all the latest
breakthrough technology: the fax machine, the electric typewriter, the tri-ox system transport
vehicle and the newest technological breakthrough, the porta-fax. With innovations galore, BelisCoSan Jose is a modern-day Utopia-perfectly designed, complete with adult-only zones, smoking and
non-smoking zones, cannabis, cigarettes, food, work, income, and reliable, clean transportation-all
provided by BelisCo. But things are not entirely as they seem in San Jose. It is here that jaded,
chain-smoking Marcus Metiline s world is turned upside down. After taking a mediation job with the
ubiquitous BelisCo and meeting a peculiar doctor beyond the city s zoned limits, Marcus s world
quickly unravels. It all starts with flashes of deja vu and memories that have gone astray. As Marcus
searches for answers to the increasingly strange events around him, it s not long before he
discovers that the fate of the world...
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Reviews
Very useful to all group of folks. This really is for all who statte there was not a worthy of reading. I am very happy to explain how this is the best pdf i have
study inside my personal life and can be he greatest book for actually.
-- Ma r celle Homenick
Very useful to all class of individuals. It is amongst the most awesome publication i actually have read through. You will like just how the blogger create this
pdf.
-- Lisa Ja cobs
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